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A stable and self-starting femtosecond breathing-pulse Yb-fiber oscillator is reported, modelocked using
the nonlinear polarisation evolution mechanism. A bifurcation between two distinct modes of opera-
tion is demonstrated experimentally, producing pulses with a single central wavelength in one state, or
following adjustment of the intra-cavity waveplates, the emission of pulses with three distinct central
wavelengths. The maximum bandwidth was 72 nm at the -10 dB level and the pulses were compressible
externally to 70 fs with energies of 0.75 nJ. The multi-wavelength pulses reported here are significantly
shorter than the pico-second pulses previously observed from similar modelocked multi-wavelength
sources. Vector simulations based on the nonlinear Schrödinger equation show that the multi-wavelength
behaviour is produced by overdriving the nonlinear polarisation evolution based saturable absorber at
the peak of the pulse, leading to transmission of the two wings of the strongly chirped pulse. This new in-
sight shows clearly that the three pulses output in the multi-wavelenght state are coherent. The agreement
between simulation and experimental data shows nonlinear polarisation evolution based modelocked
fiber lasers are a suitable platform for studying the nonlinear dynamics underlying the bifurcation of the
output. © 2016 Optical Society of America

OCIS codes: (320.7090) Ultrafast lasers; (140.4050) modelocked lasers; (060.2320) Fiber optics amplifiers and oscillators;
(190.7110) Ultrafast nonlinear optics; (190.1450) Bistability
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1. INTRODUCTION

Since the discovery of first soliton based mode locking and then
breathing pulse mode locking in fiber oscillators there has been
significant progress in the understanding of how to optimise
the nonlinear cavity dynamics for either enhanced stability of
operation or to produce higher energy pulses [1]. As well as
traditional mechanisms based on nonlinear polarisation evolu-
tion (NPE) arising from the Kerr effect in the fibers [2] various
external materials have been harnessed to create the required
fast switches in such cavities, such as semiconductor saturable
absorber mirrors (SESAMs [3, 4] or, more recently, saturable ab-
sorbers based on two dimensional materials suchg as MoS2 and
graphene [5–10]). While some recent research has focussed on
polarisation-maintaining (PM) fiber cavities [11], a large number
of cavities have continued to use non-PM fibers and with NPE
as a fast saturable absorber, either in combination with a SESAM
or, as here, acting in tandem with a spectral filter.

With wide-ranging applications for multi-wavelength laser
sources in areas such as time-resolved spectroscopy, terahertz
generation, and optical sensing, compact and stable mode locked
fiber oscillators producing ultrafast optical pulses with different
central wavelengths have seen considerable interest. To date,
such sources have generally been reported in a phenomeno-
logical manner with strong focus on experimental observation
alone and little research into the cavity dynamics, slowing de-
velopmental progress. During the development of a 1045 nm
laser for applications research, we observed an unusually broad-
band multi-wavelength mode locking state in a breathing-pulse
Yb-fiber cavity. This is described here both experimentally and
using fully vectorial simulations which, for the first time, demon-
strate what are to the best of our knowledge the shortest multi-
wavelength pulses achieved from a mode locked cavity to date
as well as a full description of the underlying processes and start-
up dynamics responsible for the multi-wavelength operation
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of the cavity. This paper therefore represents the first detailed
report of multi-wavelength operation created by overdriven
nonlinear evolution of the intra-cavity polarisation state since
breathing pulse femtosecond Yb-fiber lasers were first devel-
oped more than two decades ago. Given the robust nature of the
laser, this technique may prove useful for the above applications
which specifically require multi-wavelength pulse trains.

Suggestions for the origin of multi-wavelength output from
NPE mode locked cavities have not in general been underpinned
by numerical modelling that would conclusively identify the
cause, and the reports that are most similar in terms of pulse evo-
lution to the Yb-fiber cavity studied here were based on Er-fiber
lasers, which have different dispersion and gain characteris-
tics. In addition to the increased number of cavity components
normally used, the pulses produced are generally restricted to
the ∼ 1 ps range. Specifically, the output of multi-wavelength
pulse trains from an ultrafast Er-fiber oscillator was reported
by Luo, et al. [12], using a linear tunable Lyot filter to form
up to four frequency bands near 1580 nm with bandwidths of
approximately 0.75 nm. The spacing of the wavelength bands
was determined directly by the filter. An alternative method
of obtaining multi-wavelength output has been the inclusion
of wavelength-selective components, such as fiber Bragg grat-
ings [13]. Another report of multi-wavelength output from a
modelocked fiber laser attributed the behaviour to the action
of the fiber birefringence. The setup used dissipative solitons
combined with a nonlinear optical loop mirror in a figure-of-
eight cavity [14]. The pulses had bandwidths of around 10 nm
and central wavelengths of 1572 nm and 1587 nm. However, no
attempt was made to externally compress the output pulses so
the degree of pulse coherence was not demonstrated.

The way that NPE or a nonlinear loop mirror can create mul-
tiple stable points of operation is illustrated in the first row of
Fig. 1. The plot shows the transmission profile of the NPE fast
saturable absorber as a function of intensity, and how this cre-
ates the multi-peak transmission profile for a chirped pulse as
the peak power is increased and eventually overdrives the NPE.
The pulse peak can then be positioned at a local minimum in
the transmission profile at intensity I2, causing it to be rejected
from the cavity whereas the leading and trailing edges with
intensity equal to I1 experience maximum transmission so that
two wavelengths are output at any subsequent tap coupler. This
contrasts with the more generally observed case in which the
peak of the chirped pulse would be aligned with the maximum
in transmission at intensity I1. To date attention has been fo-
cussed on the area near the first transmission maximum which
can lead to low-energy multi-pulsing, but wherein the pulses
created have had similar wavelength characteristics, or high-
energy single-pulse operation [15]. The mechanism of this pulse
break-up in the time domain has been thoroughly investigated
using simulations [16]. As we argue here, moving to a higher
intensity point of operation underlies the bifurcation to multiple-
wavelength operation when the pulse circulating in the cavity
is chirped. Hence, extending the modelling to incorporate the
NPE with full vector simulations provides a good foundation
for studying how multi-wavelength operation can be achieved.

In this paper a femtosecond breathing pulse Yb-fiber ring
laser, modelocked using a saturable absorber based on NPE [17]
is shown to exhibit multi-wavelength operation which is purely
due to variations of the circulated polarisation state. By ad-
justing the intra-cavity waveplates it was possible to switch
from a single-wavelength mode of operation to one which pro-
duced output pulses with three distinct central wavelengths.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the multi-wavelength operating principle.
Upper plot: Transmission through the NPE saturable absorber
as a function of intensity. Middle plot: Gaussian pulse, with
colormap indicating chirp. The peak of the pulse at intensity I2
sees a local minimum in transmission and is rejected from the
cavity, whereas the points on the leading and trailing edge see
a maximum in transmission, so remain in the cavity. Lower
plot: Qualitative depiction of the bifurcation between single-
wavelength and multi-wavelength operation of the laser.

The highest output pulse energy for the multi-wavelength mode
of operation was 0.75 nJ and this pulse was compressible to
70 fs duration. The shortest pulse duration was 47 fs with a
pulse energy of approximately 90 pJ. Simulations of the cavity
dynamics based on the vector nonlinear Schrödinger equation
are included and extend the work presented in ref. [16] to show
that this multi-wavelength mode can be induced by variations
in the ellipticity of the circulated polarisation state and an over-
drive of the NPE. Then, a mapping from the time domain to
wavelength caused by the strong pulse chirp allows selection of
multiple wavelengths at the saturable absorber. The changing
strength of the nonlinear evolution enables the bifurcation of
the single-wavelength state into the multi-wavelength output.
By focusing the simulations on the over-driven NPE switch, the
cavity dispersion, and the resulting wavelength-varying polari-
sation dynamics, we show that the multi-wavelength operation
arises directly from the combination of a temporally varying
polarisation state and chirped spectrum which are present at the
polarisation-based output switch.

The mechanism by which the NPE switch selects two sepa-
rate wavelength bands and the associated subcritical pitchfork
bifurcation and the hysteresis it leads to are illustrated in the
second and third row of Figure 1. The strong chirp leads to the
pulse wings passing through the overdriven NPE switch with
separate short and long wavelength bands, while the centre of
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the pulse is rejected and switched out of the cavity. In future,
it may be possible to use NPE based mode-locked fiber lasers
for the study of the nonlinear dynamics of the bifurcation. De-
pending on the interplay of self-phase-modulation and Raman
scattering it may also be possible to observe further branching
into four output wavelengths. Such links between modelocked
laser analysis and nonlinear dynamics have proven valuable in
the study of rogue waves and turbulence [18].

The paper is structured as follows: The experimental cavity
design and performance are described in section 2. The simu-
lations are detailed in section 3. Then a brief discussion and
conclusion presented in section 4 provides comments on similar-
ities and differences between simulations and the experiment,
and their relation to other reports in the literature.

2. EXPERIMENTAL LASER CHARACTERISTICS

A. Cavity design
The breathing pulse ring cavity design was chosen as this config-
uration generally produces pulses with higher output energies
than a quasi-soliton laser [2] and because it often demonstrates
low noise operation [19] which was required for our applica-
tions work. Most Yb-fiber modelocked cavities run at the sec-
ondary peak of the Yb-fiber emission cross section spectrum
near 1030 nm to maximise the gain per unit length and hence
minimise the length of active fiber. Using fibers with high dop-
ing concentrations then enables fairly effective separation of
gain and nonlinear effects, enabling higher output pulse ener-
gies in the 10 nJ region to be routinely obtained [20]. How-
ever, the cavity reported here had a target central wavelength
of 1045 nm and thus used a longer length of gain fiber than
usual. As a consequence there was evidence of nonlinearity
acting strongly at sub-nJ pulse energies. Although the cavity
supported both single- and multi-wavelength operation only
the multi-wavelength results are presented as this is the focus of
the new findings reported here.
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the modelocked Yb-fiber oscillator. The
insets show the spectra from the two output ports in multi-
wavelength operation. Port 2 shows a spectral minimum, po-
sitioned at the 1064 nm central wavelength of the output from
port 1. (Abbreviations defined in the text.)

The ring cavity is shown in Fig. 2. A grating based dispersive
delay line (DDL) compensated for the fiber dispersion. Spectral
filtering was applied using an iris in the DDL, which blocked
wavelengths below 980 nm and above 1064 nm. An additional
filtering element was the fused fiber 980 nm:1030 nm WDM

pump coupler that had a 21 dB loss at 1082 nm as shown by the
plot in Fig. 3. The spectral filtering formed an additional pulse-
narrowing mechanism which improves the self-starting cavity
behaviour, increases the nonlinearity of the pulse evolution and,
in part, facilitates the creation of the broad output spectrum [21].

A 2.65 m length of HI1060 (Corning, Inc. - labelled SMF in
the schematic) and the WDM pigtails (OFS 980 fiber) provided
normal dispersion. The 1.3 m length of Yb-doped aluminosili-
cate fiber (2300 ppm) was pumped using a 976 nm diode with
average power of 200 mW (measured after the WDM). A 45 cm
length of HI1060 was spliced onto the Yb-fiber output to increase
the nonlinearity. The cavity round trip time was approximately
25 ns (∼40 MHz repetition rate) as measured from the radio
frequency (RF) spectrum (not shown). In the free-space section
of the cavity, a Faraday isolator ensured unidirectional operation
and a quarter waveplate (QWP), half waveplate (HWP) and po-
larising beam splitter (PBS) at the isolator input formed the NPE
switch. The NPE rejected output is called port 1. An additional
HWP and PBS formed a variable output coupler, called port 2.
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Fig. 3. Intra-cavity spectral filtering due to the WDM. There is
a 21 dB loss at approximately 1082 nm.

The dispersion and nonlinearity of the cavity fibers was cal-
culated using the manufacturer specified core size and NA, and
the standard parameters for silica glass [22]. Taking a typical
fiber GVD of β2 = 2.3× 104 fs2/m and total length of 4.4 m,
the group delay dispersion (GDD) is 10.1× 104 fs2. The grating
based DDL (600 lines/mm, G1 and G2 in the diagram) provided
GDD of approximately −13× 104 fs2 (chosen as it allowed for a
combination of reliable self-starting and good stability). Hence
the cavity dispersion is −2.9× 104 fs2 i.e. slightly anomalous.

B. Performance

The laser demonstrated robust, self-starting operation with a
single temporally isolated but multi-wavelength pulse circulat-
ing in the cavity. The output pulse energies were 0.75 nJ and
0.15 nJ (powers of 30 mW and 6 mW) from ports 1 and 2 re-
spectively. The pulse duration measured directly from port 1
was approximately 3 ps as inferred from autocorrelation data
assuming a Gaussian pulse shape. At this point the pulse has a
positive linear chirp and is over 40 times the transform limited
duration. Port 1 outputs the central, highest peak power portion
of the pulse that is rejected by the NPE switch. Port 2 is simply a
power tap so it outputs a fraction of the remaining parts of the
pulse, i.e., the leading and trailing edge. There are no strongly
dispersive elements between ports 1 and 2 so the output chirp
from both ports is similar and hence the duration and chirped
pulse shape at port 2 can be inferred from a comparison of the
output spectra shown in the inset to Fig. 2. The port 2 output
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coupling ratio was approximately 40%. Increasing the circu-
lated pulse energy (e.g. by either increasing the pump power or
decreasing cavity loss at port 2) led to pulse breakup into two
temporally separated pulses as would be expected for this type
of cavity [16]. All results reported here are below the threshold
energy for such pulse breakup. The Yb-fiber single-pass gain
was estimated to be approximately 19.7 dB, from the 0.5 mW
power at the input to the fiber section to the 47.2 mW output
power from the fiber. (For completeness we should add that
the single-wavelength operation state more typically associated
with this cavity type was also observed experimentally.)

Fig. 4. Spectrum at the output of the fiber section before port
1, calculated by scaling the spectra from ports 1 and 2 and
summing them (see individual spectra from ports 1 and 2 inset
in Fig. 2).

The spectra from ports 1 and 2 are shown inset in Fig. 2. The
spectral bandwidth from port 1 is 32 nm (FWHM), and signifi-
cant power is seen in the spectral wings, giving a -10 dB width
of 72 nm. Port 2 outputs a modulated spectrum with ∼15 dB
local minimum at approximately 1064 nm and two temporally
offset parts, with the more energetic part having a transform
limited duration of 39 fs and a central wavelength of 1045 nm.
To calculate the full spectrum output from the fiber, the spectra
from ports 1 and 2 were added together with appropriate energy
scaling. The resulting broad, modulation-free output is shown
in Fig. 4, indicating that a single pulse at the fiber output was
divided into the three distinct output wavelengths at ports 1
and 2.

Considering the hard spectral filtering provided by the iris, a
significant amount of spectral red-shifting occurs during propa-
gation in the cavity fibers. This could be caused mainly by SPM.
We note that Yb-fibers become strongly absorbing for wave-
lengths below 1030 nm in aluminosilicate fibers such as those
used here, and that this will be a strong contributing factor to the
asymmetric spectral broadening as this absorption is not present
for longer wavelengths.

Fig. 5 shows the time domain output characteristics from
ports 1 and 2 after an external grating-based compressor (not
shown in Fig. 2) had removed the chirp. The orange solid-line
plots in the first column show the autocorrelations. These were
used alongside the spectra from Fig. 2 with a Phase and In-
tensity from Cross-Correlation and Spectrum Only (PICASO)
algorithm [23] to calculate the intensity and phase of the pulse
with results shown in the second column of Fig. 5. The PICASO
calculated autocorrelations are overlaid as dotted lines in the
first column and are in close agreement with the the experi-
mental data. The spectrum from port 1 was used to calculate
a transform limited pulse duration of 47 fs (intensity FWHM).
The pulse from port 1 has a FWHM duration of 70 fs (1.54 times
transform limited, which is typical for this NPE rejected port of
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Fig. 5. Left column: Measured (orange solid) and PICASO re-
constructed (blue dotted) non-collinear SHG autocorrelation
data for ports 1 and 2 after an external grating based compres-
sor. Right column: PICASO reconstructed intensity (blue solid)
and phase (orange dotted) for ports 1 and 2.

this type of fiber laser). Some residual third order dispersion
remains, so the duration may be reduced further using an SLM-
based pulse shaper [24, 25]. The PICASO calculations for port
2 show a primary pulse compressed to 47 fs. A secondary 63 fs
pulse, offset to longer wavelength, has a weak, non-zero and lin-
early changing phase, which may be due to a combination of the
nonlinear effects of cross-phase modulation (XPM) or self-phase
modulation (SPM) and the residual dispersion not compensated
by the grating-compressor.

While it has been noted that for complex pulse shapes (e.g.,
highly chirped pulses) more advanced techniques such as X-
FROG are valuable because PICASO pulse reconstructions can
produce unreliable results, we have found during testing of the
PICASO algorithm that it was robustly capable of reconstructing
double-peaked pulses that are close to their transform limited
duration such as those presented here.

The extra-cavity compressor provided −5.3× 10−4 fs2 of sec-
ond order dispersion, whereas the intra-cavity compressor pro-
vided −13× 10−4 fs2. This means that the pulse was negatively
chirped at the input to the cavity fibers, with residual negative
spectral phase corresponding to −7.7× 10−4 fs2. The net dis-
persion of the cavity was low, and as such the pulse evolved
following the standard dynamics for this stretched-pulse cavity
design, reaching a minimum duration part way through the
intra-cavity compressor and again part way through the cavity
fibers. The negative chirp in the cavity fibers along with the
spectral filtering in the intra-cavity compressor constrains the
spectral broadening and allows for the self-consistent round
trip solution required for stable mode locked operation, and
contributes for both single- and multi-wavelength operation. In
detail, taking a typical value of 2.4× 10−4 fs2/m for SMF and ne-
glecting the nonlinear contribution to the spectral phase over the
total 2.65 m length of passive fiber (permissible due to the low
pulse energy in this section), a maximum fiber length of 3.2 m
would be required to reach transform limit. This indicates that
the minimum pulse duration (maximum intensity) is reached in
the gain fiber after the pulse has undergone significant amplifi-
cation, contributing to the over-driven NPE for this cavity.

The cavity remained stable for weeks provided that there
were no large changes in temperature to alter the cavity birefrin-
gence or any long term drifts in the alignment of the free-space
cavity components. Qualitatively, the experimental cavity stabil-
ity appeared to be slightly better in the multi-wavelength state
but both single- and multi-wavelength operation was reliable.

The RMS amplitude noise and timing jitter of the laser were
characterised using the fundamental and 20th harmonic peaks
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Fig. 6. The RF spectral measurements taken from the oscilla-
tor in multi-wavelength operation and used to calculate the
RMS amplitude noise and timing jitter. Left: The fundamental
peak. Right: The 20th harmonic. The resolution bandwidth
was 10 Hz.

of the RF spectrum alongside the method in ref. [26], and are
shown in Fig. 6. As no pedestal was seen for the fundamental
RF peak, an upper bound for the noise amplitude was estimated
to be -80 dB (the noise floor for the measurement). The width
of the noise was estimated using the width at the peak base
(∼240 Hz with 10 Hz measurement resolution), giving an ampli-
tude noise of 0.04%. The timing jitter was estimated using the
20th harmonic of the RF spectrum, which had peak to pedestal
ratio of 45 dB, giving a timing jitter of 4.12 ps. (Width of the
main peak: 30 Hz; width of pedestal: 137 Hz ). The jitter charac-
teristics of the multi-wavelength mode locking state therefore
compares favourably with single wavelength oscillators of a
similar design [4].

3. SIMULATIONS

A. Model development
The overall goal of the simulations was to develop an under-
standing of the origin of the multi-wavelength performance.
While it was clear from the experimental observations of the
laser stability and the RF spectrum that the behaviour was not
due to noise-like pulses and was also unlikely to be due to build
up of noise into a pulse created by stimulated Raman scatter-
ing (SRS), there remained a question about whether the pulses
were highly coherent fragments of a single circulating pulse or
perhaps a bound pair of pulses with offset wavelengths but low
mutual coherence.

The simulations used a simplified but still phyiscally rea-
sonable model for the gain and for the fiber birefringence as
the birefringence of the cavity fibers was not known in detail.
The model used the experimental fiber lengths and included
the vector nature of the polarisation in order to highlight and
understand the operation of the NPE switch. For the simula-
tions, the Runge-Kutta Fourth-Order Interaction Picture (RK4IP)
method [27] was used to numerically solve the generalized vec-
tor nonlinear Schrödinger equation. In particular, a variation
formulated in the frequency domain was used with the Conser-
vation Quantity Error Method (CQEM) [28] for adaptive step
sizing as this combination has been shown to reduce propaga-
tion error [27, 29]. The field was represented by two 212 arrays,
one for both the x- and y-polarisation components of the pulse.
The birefringence of the fiber was included by using a β1 term
in the dispersion profile of the fiber y-axis. The effects of chro-
matic dispersion, self-steepening, self-phase modulation, Raman
scattering, spontaneous Raman noise [30, 31], and cross-phase

modulation between orthogonally polarised field components
were all included. The Jones matrix formalism was used to
model the effects of the polarisation controlling optics on the
amplitude and phase of the fields on the orthogonal axes.

The fiber GVD was set to 2.3×104 fs2/m and the grating pair
GDD was set to -13×104 fs2 to match the experimental value.
Gain in the Yb-fiber was included using a parabolic lineshape
and a gain per unit length of G = 2.9 m−1. The gain formula
(shown in Equation 1 below, where |u|2 and |ν|2 give the signal
power on the fiber x- and y-polarisation axes, respectively) in-
cluded a saturation term with saturation fluence of Esat = 0.8 nJ,
which is above the pulse energy we achieve here so only modest
gain shaping would occur. The simulated gain peak was set to
1060 nm, and the gain bandwidth was set to 100 nm. These val-
ues were found to give a good match between the simulated and
experimental output powers. Minor effects caused by variations
in the inversion along the fiber leading to variations in the gain
spectrum in the experimental cavity have not been included,
but this is unlikely to have a major effect on the conclusions
drawn from the modelling. The group velocity mismatch (GVM)
between the two polarisation components was set to -15 fs/m
for the y-axis after following a trial and error approach and the
repetition rate was set to match the experimental cavity (R = 40
MHz).

g = G exp

(
−
∫ (
|u|2 + |ν|2

)
dt

Esat

)
(1)

Spectral filtering was included in the simulations to represent
the bandpass filtering provided by the iris in the intra-cavity
compressor. This was simulated by defining a square filter in
the spectral domain and applied by multiplying with the pulse
spectrum.

The model cavity demonstrated self-starting behaviour from
a starting condition of quantum noise (one photon per mode per
polarisation axis [30]), with a 25 fJ, 1 nm bandwidth, unchirped
Gaussian pulse added to reduce by an order of magnitude the
number of round trips required for a modelocked solution to
stabilise. For simplicity, the central wavelength of the seed
pulse was set to the 1060 nm gain peak. Much lower energy
seeding normally enabled convergence to modelocked solutions
but would occasionally lead to vector modulation instability
preventing stable operation over many round trips [32, 33].

B. Simulation results
The build-up of mode locking from the starting conditions is
shown for the single wavelength case in Fig. 7a). The time and
spectral domain data for port 1 is shown in the first two columns.
The same is shown for port 2 in the third and fourth columns.
The temporal and spectral pulse shapes are shown for the 200th

round trip above each column. In this single-wavelength case,
the pulses emitted from both ports of the simulated cavity are
similar, each with a single peak in time domain and wavelength
domain (centred at approximately 1064 nm). The change in po-
sition of the pulse in the time window with round trip number
is attributed to the fact that the major axis of the polarisation
ellipse is oriented towards the faster y-axis at the input to the
fiber section which speeds up the field during the initial stages of
mode locking. Once the modelocked state stabilises, the power
is distributed more towards the x-component of the field due to
the NPE and the pulse is delayed accordingly.

The multi-wavelength results are shown in Fig. 7b) in the
same format as for the single wavelength case. The model re-
produces the dynamics observed for the experimental cavity
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and the output from port 1 has a single peak in both time and
wavelength domains, with a central wavelength of 1060 nm. The
pulse duration measured from this port in the simulated cavity
was 2.6 ps, which is in reasonable agreement with the experi-
mentally measured value of ∼ 3 ps. The output from port 2 has
a double peak, corresponding to the two pulses seen in the ex-
perimental data in section 2. In contrast to the single-wavelength
state, the pulse is centered in the time domain throughout the
evolution to the mode locked state because the polarisation at
the input to the fiber is exactly circular with no power imbalance
between the fast and the slow polarisation axes.

The governing parameter selecting between single- and

a) Single wavelength

b) Multi-wavelength
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Fig. 7. Simulations showing mode locking initiated from quan-
tum noise. a) single wavelength output state, and b) multi-
wavelength output state. The first and second columns show
the time domain (normalized power) and spectral domain
(dBm/nm) results for port 1, and the third and fourth columns
show the same data for port 2. The corresponding colormap
shows both normalized instantaneous power and normalized
spectral power density.

multi-wavelength modes was the adjustment of the waveplate
angles, and no other parameters were changed when moving
from one state to the other. The half and quarter waveplate ro-
tation/retardances are shown in Table 1. For multi-wavelength
operation it was important to have full circular polarisation

Table 1. Polarisation rotation and retardance for the single and
multi-wavelength operation of the vector cavity model.

Parameter Single-wavelength Multi-wavelength

rotation/retardance rotation/retardance

HWPNPE 0.91π 1.03π

QWPNPE 0.24× λ/4 −0.4× λ/4

QWPIN 0.8× λ/4 λ/4

at the input to the fiber section in the simulations. The po-
larisation state before the QWP at the input to the fiber sec-
tion was linear and changing the QWP retardance by 20% from
λ/4 to 0.8× λ/4 was sufficient to switch from multi-wavelength
to single-wavelength operation. In multi-wavelength opera-
tion, the QWPIN angle was within three degrees of the angle
required for circular polarisation at the input to the fibers in
the experimental cavity, which is in good agreement with the
observation from the simulations that circularly polarized in-
put to the fiber was important for multi-wavelength operation.
The simulations confirm that the single-wavelength and multi-
wavelength mode locking states are both stable, and that the
pulses remain coherent over many round trips. The standard
breathing pulse behaviour was observed for all simulations per-
formed, and spectral filtering acted to create larger bandwidths
than would be possible in its absence because subsequent SPM
and dispersion act on a shorter, narrower bandwidth pulse [21].
However, the simulation results shown in Figure 7b) show only
a ∼3 dB central minimum in the output from port 2, whereas
the experimental cavity shows a >10 dB minimum. This is due
to small differences in the model parameters in comparison with
the experimental fibers. For example, in the simulations the
orientation of the fiber major and minor axes was not changed
at each splice point.

The wavelength to time mapping for the multi-wavelength
pulses from ports 1 and 2 are shown by the spectrograms in Fig. 8.
The pulses are clearly emitted with a positive and predominantly
linear chirp, which results in the straight line running through
the density plots from bottom left to top right. Through this
chirp-map, the intensity-dependent polarisation state is seen
also to be a function of wavelength. The details of the NPE
process are illustrated by the polarisation schematics inset in the
top left sub-plot. The polarisation is elliptical at the extremes of
the spectrum with short wavelengths having counter-clockwise
elliptical polarisation and long wavelengths having clockwise.
In contrast, the central part of the pulse is linearly polarised. The
initially elliptically polarised parts of the pulse pass through the
NPE switch to port 2 without significant attenuation, whereas
the linearly polarized central part of the pulse is strongly ejected
at port 1 which has a positively chirped single spectral peak. The
port 2 output is formed of two positively chirped pulses with
distinct central wavelengths, as shown in the bottom right of
Fig. 8.

The pulses generated in the single-wavelength simulations
have a similar linear pulse chirp, but more homogeneous polari-
sation state at the NPE switch. This is because XPM is reduced
by the change in ellipticity at the input to the fiber section from
the circular polarisation required for multi-wavelength opera-
tion. In effect, the unequal power on the two polarisation axes
weakens the NPE.
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Fig. 8. Top left: Simulated spectrum of the multi-wavelength
modelocked pulse just before port 1 for the 200th cavity round
trip. Insets: polarisation state at three different wavelengths
(propagation axis directed out of the page). Top right: Spectro-
gram of the same pulse on a linear scale, showing the wave-
length to time mapping. Bottom left: Spectrogram of the single
pulse emitted from port 1. Bottom right: Spectrogram of the
double pulse emitted from port 2. The colormap is normalized
to the maximum value for each spectrogram. ∆ f = 42 GHz,
∆t = 7 fs, and f0 = 283 THz (1060 nm).

The evolution of the signal power calculated at the output
of the fiber section of the cavity is shown in Fig. 9 for both
single- and multi-wavelength regimes. The power stabilized
after approximately 100 round trips. The power is higher in the
multi-wavelength case and the calculated value of 50 mW is
close to the 47.2 mW estimated at the same point in the experi-
mental cavity. The higher peak power commensurate with the
higher circulated average power for the multi-wavelength state
contributes to the overdrive of the NPE switch. The total out-
put coupling is higher for single-wavelength operation which
resulted in the relatively lower circulated power.

Overall, the simulations show good qualitative agreement
with the experimental data and represent, to our knowledge, the
first report of such numerical results showing multi-wavelength
mode locking. Small differences between experimental and nu-
merical results are inevitable given that the simulations use an
approximation for the Yb gain profile and fiber birefringence.
The simulations clearly point out the mechanism underlying the
observed experimental behaviour.

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Previously, intra-cavity spectral filters have been used to form
a multi-peaked gain spectrum supporting more than one mod-
elocked pulse in an Er-fiber laser [34]. This differs from the
approach used here as the gain itself is broad and smooth, but
the pulse passes through a spectral filter each round trip which
blocks the long wavelength part of the multi-peaked output.
Hence, the multiple wavelengths are due to SPM acting each
round trip to broaden the spectrum and then the action of non-
linear polarisation evolution carves multiple wavelengths from
that single chirped pulse at the polarisation-based output switch.

Roundtrip number
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20
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Fig. 9. Power evolution as a function of round trip number for
the simulated single- and multi-wavelength cavities, measured
directly after the cavity fibers.

The single circulating pulse mechanism eliminates the effect of
group velocity mismatch between two independent pulses and
hence maintains a fixed temporal separation between the dif-
ferent wavelength pulses at the laser output. In contrast, pulse
walk-off has been observed with other strategies for demonstrat-
ing multi-wavelength cavities, e.g. Ref [34].

The observation that the pulses are strongly chirped at the
output port, which creates an approximately linear map be-
tween the time domain and the wavelength domain is key to
the multi-wavelength operation of the laser. Simulations show
that in multi-wavelength operation there is a strong variation of
the polarisation state across the chirped pulse which is caused
by an excess of XPM compared to single wavelength opera-
tion. This leads to the formation of a nonlinear birefringent
filter that separates the circulated pulse into sub-pulses with
distinct central wavelengths. While this is in some ways similar
to the case described in ref. [35] where a Lyot filter based on
purely linear components was used for bandwidth control in
an all-normal dispersion cavity, the chirped output pulses from
the laser reported here had a much larger bandwidth and were
compressible to a duration of 47 fs using an external grating
compressor.

The experimental observations and the simulation results
both support the suggestion that the mechanism creating the
multi-wavelength operation is an overdriven NPE switch acting
on a chirped broad-bandwidth pulse (in the experiment, the
pulse duration was ∼ 3 ps at port 1, with a 72 nm bandwidth at
the -10 dB level). Furthermore, in the experiments, the iterative
method of mode locking the laser involved selecting the QWPIN
angle (and hence retardance) then searching for a combination
of QWPNPE and HWPNPE angles that produced mode locked
pulses. If no stable mode locking was achieved then the angle
of QWPIN was changed and the process repeated. For a given
QWPIN setting we observed either single or multi-wavelength
operation, but not both, which corroborates the observation
from the simulations that the QWPIN angle determined the pos-
sible mode of operation of the cavity, and not the QWPNPE and
HWPNPE angles.

In the simulations of an idealised version of the cavity, it
was possible to show directly that the NPE leads to a varying
polarisation state across the pulse and that this can lead to the
NPE switch carving out a section of the spectrum and allowing
longer and shorter wavelengths to circulate. The simulations
showed that the QWPIN setting was the main factor controlling
the degree of variation in polarisation state across the pulse at
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the input to the NPE switch. The calculation of output power
from the simulated cavity also showed higher power for multi-
wavelength operation. As with the experiments, the central
1064 nm wavelength band is output at the NPE switch (port
1) and a fraction of the power in each of the wings at 1045 nm
and 1080 nm is output at port 2, so there are three distinct pulse
wavelengths. Both experimental and simulated cavities showed
this mode of operation is self-starting and stable. In addition,
the results show how the mode locked laser might become a
suitable platform for studying the nonliear dynamics underlying
the bifurcation of the output pulse wavelength in the future.

In summary, the mechanism by which an excessive accumu-
lation of nonlinear phase and a resulting overdrive of the NPE
saturable absorption mechanism can create multi-wavelength
operation of a mode locked Yb-fiber breathing pulse ring laser
was described. A chirped pulse with a strongly varying polari-
sation state vs. time is divided into sub-pulses using intra-cavity
polarising optics to produce the observed spectra. The multi-
wavelength pulses are up to two orders of magnitude shorter
(and having correspondingly broader bandwidths) than other
reports of mode locked multi-output sources in the literature.
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